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Name
Age
Thank you for showing an interest in taking part in the Warriors and MMU science project in
partnership with BBC Children In Need and the Welcome Trust.
The first few questions are all about your views of science.
Would you say you
a) really liked science
b)sometimes like science
c)really don’t enjoy science

Why do you think you have these views about science?

If you had to describe science in 1 or 2 sentences what would it be ?

This project is hopefully going to stimulate your imagination as well as enjoyment around science

The project is going to be formed all around YOUR ideas!!
What would you like to learn about?
Below is a list of some ideas, but that’s all they are suggestions.

Do any of them catch your imagination or have you got any other ideas you would like to learn
about.

Solar system

x

Mission X space
project
Mission to Mars
Blackholes
Space
Stars
Where do slugs come
from
Super hero powers
Gravity
Weather
Volcanoes
Rivers
Snow and ice
Explosions
Magnets
Engineering
Plants
Animals
Electricity
Gases
Air resistant
Food and the body
Diet and health
Bacteria
Heart and pulse
Exercise and the
human body
Plants and flowers
Pollination
Human life cycle
Animal life cycle
Melting/freezing
Air we breathe
Liquids to gases
Sun, Earth and Moon
Vibrations
Habitats
Food Chains
Micro-organisms
Dissolving and filtering

Definitely would like
to do

Would maybe like to
try

Don’t want to do
‘/
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Food and drink
Any other ideas
Boomerang
Energy driks
Aeoplanes why do
stay in the air
aerodynamics
light
Chemical reactions

x
x
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